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SUMMARY ,

Scope: i

iInspections were conducted by the resident and regional inspectors in the
areas of plant operations, maintenance, engineering, and plant support. The
plant. operations inspection included plant status, plant tours, a
mispositioned annunciator link, a plant shutdown due to a condenser tube leak, -

an engineered safeguards function system walkdown, a valve mispositioning
event, a reactor coolant system cooldown, and close out issues. The
maintenance inspection included maintenance observations, surveillance
observations, and Borated Water Storage Tank surveillance testing. The
engineering inspection included onsite engineering, reactor building purge
valves outside their design basis, reactor building mini-purge valves outside
their design basis, air handling damper inspections, self assessment, and
close out issues. The plant support inspection included the health physics !
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program, security control, and fire protection. Backshift inspections were
conducted on January 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 1996.

Results:

During this inspection period, the inspectors had comments and findings in the
following areas:

7

Plant Operations: !

Within the scope of this inspection, the inspectors determined
that the licensee continued to demonstrate satisfactory
performance to ensure safe plant operations.

,

The conservative, thorough management of the reactor shutdown for ;

the condenser tube leak is considered a strength. (paragraph 2.1) '

The questioning attitude demonstrated by an operator in the
identification of an annunciator removed from service is a
strength. (paragraph 2.3)

]

|A weakness was identified for lack of sensitivity and management
'oversight for operator identified discrepancies. (paragraph 2.3)

A weakness was identified for procedure 01-07, Control of
Equipment and System Status, for not providing guidance for
addressing control of an annunciator when the status of the
corrective actions changes. (paragraph 2.3)

A non-cited violation (50-302/95-21-01) was identified for failure
to follow a procedure resulting in a release to the wrong raw
water flume. (paragraph 2.6)

An unresolved item was identified regarding Excessive Reactor
Coolant System cooldown rate. (paragraph 2.7).

Maintenance:

The failure to control maintenance activities around the standby
feedwater pump is considered a weakness. (paragraph 3.1.1)

Engineering:

The inability of the Borated Water Storage Tank vacuum breakers to
individually relieve design vacuum is identified as a weakness in
the design of the Borated Water Storage Tank. (paragraph 3.3)

A weakness was identified regarding the inadequate review of an
engineering modification to the standby feedwater pump recircula-
tion line to permit transfer of radioactive water in case of a
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steam generator tube rupture. This issue will be followed under
Inspector Followup Item 50-302/95-21-02. (paragraph 4.1)

A violation (50-302/95-21-03) was identified for failure to
isolate safety related and non-safety related electrical c.ircuitry
for the reactor building purge and mini-purge valves. (paragraph
4.2 and 4.3) i

A weakness was identified for failure to maintain the FSAR
accurate for the engineered safeguards closure system for the
containment purge valves. (paragraph 4.2)

A weakness was identified regarding an inadequate initial review
of the purge valve safety /non-safety related circuitry interface.
(paragraphs 4.2 and 4.3)

Plant Support:

Within the scope of this inspection, the inspectors determined
that the licensee continued to demonstrate satisfactory perfor-
mance to support safe plant operations.

,

1

!
i

i
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REPORT DETAILS

Acronyms used in this report are defined in paragraph 9.0.

1.0 Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees
:

!

*K. Baker, Manager, Nuclear Configuration Management
#G. Boldt, Vice President Nuclear Production
*J. Campbell, Manager, Nuclear Security

| *J. Campbell, Assistant Plant Director Maintenance and Radiation
: Protection

*R. Davis, Assistant Plant Director Operations and Chemistry
,

| #*B. Gutherman, Manager, Nuclear Licensing :
; *G. Halnon, Manager, Safety Assessment Team '

#*B. Hickle, Director, Nuclear Plant Operations'

| *L. Kelley, Director, Nuclear Operations Site Support
*J. Maseda, Manager, Nuclear Engineering Design

#*P. McKee, Director, Quality Programs
*R. McLaughlin, Nuclear Regulatory Specialist
*B. Moore, Manager, Nuclear Integrated Scheduling
W. Rossfeld, Manager, Site Nuclear Services

*F. Sullivan, Manager, Nuclear Plant Technical Support
*P. Tanguay, Director, Nuclear Engineering and Projects

Other licensee employees contacted included office, operations, engi-
neering, maintenance, chemistry / radiation, and corporate personnel.

* Attended exit interview on January 30, 1996
# Attended exit interview on January 12, 1996

2.0 Plant Operations (71707, 92901)
1

2.1 Plant Status

At the beginning of this reporting period, Unit 3 was operating at 100% I
nower and had been on line since October 15, 1995. The following ;

evolutions occurred during this assessment period:

On January 9, 1996 the plant was taken to mode 5 to repair a condensar
tube leak. On January 28, 1996 breakers were closed to restore the unit
on line. (see paragraph 2.4)

2.2 Plant Tours

Throughout the inspection period, facility tours were conducted to
oi, serve operations and maintenance activities in progress. The tours
included entries into the protected areas and the radiologically :

controlled areas of the plant. During these inspections, discussions
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were held with o)erators, health physics and instrument and controls >

technicians, mec1anics, security personnel, engineers, supervisors, and
plant management. Some operations and maintenance activity observations
were conducted during backshifts. Licensee meetings were attended by -

the inspector to observe planning and management activities. The
inspections confirmed FPC's compliance with 10 CFR, Technical Specifica- '

| tions, License Conditions, and Administrative Procedures.

2.3 Mispositioned Annunciator Link

On January 4,1996, a licensed operator was performing a review of the
annunciator link out of service log and' noticed a link open and white '

tagged, but the annunciator window was not tagged as stated in the log.
The operator investigated and determined that the work request written
for the white tag was listed as completed. The operator also noted that
one of the parameters associated with the bypassed annunciator was

,

experiencing a problem at the local module, but with the link opened, no
alarm was being received. A precursor card was initiated which
identified three discrenant conditions: (1) a work request was
completed, but the annunciator had not been restored to operations, (2)
there was a problem with SASS which was undiscovered due to the
annunciator being disabled, and (3) the directions in 01-07, Control of
Equipment and System Status, were not followed, in that for the disabled
annunciator, there was not a.open work request._ These observations are
indicative of a good questioning attitude on the part of the operator'

and are considered a strength,

i The PC was written on January 5, 1996. On January 8, 1996 at the
| morning management meeting the card was assigned to operation's
! management to determine if a problem report was needed and to
' investigate and resolve the problem. Approximately one week later,

operations determined that the issue did not require a PR. :

Investigations to determine the cause, the actual problems, and any
required corrective actions were not begun for approximately one month
after the PC wa written and then only after the inspectors had

; expressed concerns. This lack of sensitivity and management oversight |

| of operator identified discrepancies is identified as a weakness. !
l

Further review by the licensee, several weeks after the PC was written,
determined that when the link had originally been opened, in July 1994,

,

WR NU 0321169 had been 1ssued. Investigation by the technicians and
engineers had resulted in the conclusion that there was not a problem'

with the SASS module. The problem arose from the setpoint for the SASS !
mismatch alarm on the module being low enough that it was constantly '

alarming. REA 94-1273 was generated to change this setpoint. The work
request was closed, since there was no physical discre)ancy with the 1

module. The annunciator log was not updated to show t1at an REA had !

| been issued to replace the WR in resolving the concern. Licensee
,

procedure 01-07 does not require that the log be updated if the status '

i

;. changes on the corrective actions, or that the annunciator remain tagged
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after the WR is closed. This is a weakness in the procedure. The
licensee has initiated action to revise the procedure to address this
weakness.

2.4 Plant Shutdown Due to Condenser Tube teak

At 3:43 p.m.'on January 9, 1996, following the receipt of a high
condensate conductivity alarm, the chemistry department began taking
samples of the feedwater. After the results of the first sample,
chemistry notified operations that a sudden increase in feedwater
chlorides, sodium, and cation conductivity had occurred. This was
indicative of a condense' tubs leak, allowing seawater to intrude intor

the secondary system. Per licensee procedure CP-138, Secondary Water
Chemistry Guidelines, the operators began a power reduction.

CP-138 recommends that in mode I above 15 percent power, that with final
feedwater sodium concentrations greater than 10 ppb or with chlorides
greater than 20 ppb, the unit should be placed in HOT STANDBY within 24
hours. It also recommends that with cation conductivity greater than
2.0 umho/cm, the unit should immediately go to HOT STANDBY. At the time
of the notification, the feedwater sodium concentration was 6.6 ppb,
chlorides were 25 ppb, and cation conductivity was 2.5 umho/cm.

As the power decrease continued, these parameters steadily increased.
At 4:47 p.m., the chemistry department notified operations that the
chlorides had suddenly increased to greater than 500 ppb. The reactor
power at that time was approximately 18 percent'of rated. The licensee
decided to discontinue the normal shutdown of the turbine generator and
to immediately trip the main turbine generator. At 4:51 p.m., the

,

turbine was tripped. The waterbox was removed from service shortly I
after. !

The inspectors witnessed the power decrease and the trip of the turbine.
It was observed that the shift dedicated the ANSS to control the power
reduction and the trip of the turbine. At periodic transition points, -j
such as going from one procedure to another or from one mode to another,_
the NSS would stop and debrief the crew, querying them as to whether any
equipment or procedure problems had been encountered. The shift would
then conduct a briefing for the next phase of the shutdown, including

.

'reminders of problems encountered at other utilities during similar
circumstances. This conservative and thorough management of the

,

shutdown is considered a strength. |

The reactor shutdown continued and the unit-was brought subcritical
using rod insertion. Mode 2 was entered at 7:09 p.m. and mode 3 was
entered at 7:39 p.m. At 2:20 a.m. on January 10, 1996 the chemistry
department notified oper'ations that the peak sample readings of the
feedwater system were 18 ppm of Chlorides, 0.5 ppm of Sodium, and 220 ;

umho/cm cation conductivity. Based on these values, the licensee '

:
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~ decided to go to mode 5, COLD SHUTDOWN, to allow cleanup of the second-
ary_ system.

During cooldown, when the licensee attempted to place the unit on the
decay heat removal system to' proceed to cold shutdown, an unexpected '

level decrease of approximately seven inches (86 gallons) was noted in I

the pressurizer. This change in the system was noted to occur
immediately after opening DHV-41'which was then reclosed. RCS
temperature control was resumed with forced circulation using one RCP
per OTSG and steaming the OTSG.

The licensee performed a complete fill and vent of the A DH train. No
air was observed at the vents, but significant flow noise was experi-
enced when opening DHV-9, recirculation valve to the BWST. The licensee
concluded.that there was air trapped in the DH line and the pressurizer
drop was caused by water being displaced to fill the voids in the DH
piping. According to the analysis, it is most likely that only the DH
drop line was voided. This'section of pipe is utilized for normal decay
heat cooling suction from the vessel and for long term post LOCA
cooling. The sections of the piping postulated to have been voided are
arranged in such a way that the void would have ascended into the RCS

,

and would not have air bound the DH pumps. The inspectors reviewed and |
discussed the analysis performed by the licensee. The approach to ;t

determine the root cause is thought to have been thorough and conserva- 1

tive. The inspectors will review.the adequacy of DHR system venting |

|
prior to placing the DHR system in service.

2.5 ESF Walkdown

The inspectors performed an inspection designed to verify the status of
the make-up and purification system. This was accomplished by
performing a walkdown of' portions accessible equipment and by walking
down the control room panels using the normal operating procedure for
the system, OP-402, Makeup and Purification System. The following
criteria were used, as appropriate, during this inspection:

1
- systems line-up procedures matched plant drawings and as-built

configuration;

- housekeeping was adequate, and appropriate levels of cleanliness
were being maintained;-

- valves in the system were correctly installed and did not exhibit
signs of gross packing leakage, bent stems, missing handwheels, or
improper labeling;

[ - hangers and supports were made up properly and aligned correctly;
! and

!
.
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:
'valves in the flow paths'were in correct position as required by-

the applicable procedures with power available, and valves were
locked / lock wired as required.

See paragraph 4.6.7(1) for details of the in-plant walkdown portion. |The control room review revealed no problems with the system :

configuration. I

2.6 Valve Mispositioning

On December 16, 1995, while lining up to release the A Evaporator CST,
using OP-407A, Operation of the Evaporator Condensate Storage Tanks, the
operator performed an inappropriate valve lineup. This resulted in the
tank being released into the B Raw Water flume, which did not have the '

required dilution flow.

The instructions in the procedure directed the operator to verify which
RWP was running, providing dilution flow. The operator verified that
the RWP-3A pump was running. By the steps in the procedure, the
operator should have lined the tank up to discharge.into the A flume, by ;

opening RWV-Il0. Instead the operator positioned RWV-109 to the open !

position. Per the procedure, this is only done if RWP-3B is running, I
which it was not.

At the time of the release, approximately 800 gpm flow was.taking place
in the B RW discharge flume, from RWP-1. This is below the minimum
required dilution flow of 4500 gpm. The licensee reviewed the release
and determined that even though the required dilution flow was'not
present in the flume, the flume discharge for the B RWP is separated
from the A RW flume by approximately five feet. This would result in
some mixing at the discharge. In addition, both of these fiume dis-
charges are downstream of the circulating water discharge, which would
supply more mixing and dilution. The licensee controls the discharge
canal for approximately one and one-half miles from the discharge. This
provides additional dilution and mixing before the canal becomes
uncontrolled access. Samples taken down stream of the discharge ;

revealed no violation of discharge limits.

Technical Specification 5.6|1.1, Procedures, requires that written
procedures be established, implemented, and maintained'for activities
described in Regulatory Guide 1.33, Revision 2, Appendix A, February .|
1978. 'This requirement includes procedures-for making liquid i

radioactive waste discharges. OP-407A required that when the RWP-3A |
pump is running, RWV-Il0 be opened. Contrary to the above, with the |
RWP-3A running, RWV-109 was opened for the discharge. However, the

'

significance of the event is minimized by the dilution achieved in the
discharge canal. This failure constitutes a violation of minor signifi-
cance and is being' treated as a Non-Cited Violation, consistent with
Section IV of the NRC Enforcement Policy. This is NCV 50-302/95-21-01:

|
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Failure to follow a procedure resulting in an inadvertent release to the
B raw water fiume,

2.7 RCS Cooldown-,

1

l TS 3.4.3, RCS Pressure and Temperature (P/T) Limits, requires that at
all times-the RCS pressure, RCS temperature, and RCS heatup and cooldown
rates shall be maintained within the limits specified in the PTLR.
During the cooldown on January 11, 1996, the operators used the decay
heat cooler inlet temperature to determine when the RCS reached 150 F,
to begin using a different cooldown curve in the PTLR. SP-422, RC
System Heatup and Cooldown Surveillance, and the PTLR state that when
the DHR system is operating with no RC pump operating, the operating DH
cooler outlet temperature shall be used to determine when the RCS
reached 150*F. STI 96-004 was issued on January 17, 1996 to clarify the
instrumentation to be used to determine the correct cooldown rate until
the procedure can be revised.

Based on the DH cooler outlet temperature indication, the RCS cooldown
exceeded the limits of the PTLR. The licensee entered TS 3.4.3,
Condition C at 7:30 p.m. on January 15, 1996. This requires that action
be initiated to restore the parameter within limit and determine the RCS
is acceptable for continued operation. At the time that the
determination was made, the'cooldown had been completed. An evaluation
of the vessel integrity was performed by the vendor and concurred with
by the site engineering on January 16, 1996. No problems were
identified and the final determination was that no impact occurred on
the vessel integrity.

LER 96-003, Operator Error Results in Exceeding Reactor Coolant System
Cooldown Rate During Shutdown, was submitted on February 12, 1996
regarding this issue. Subsequent conversations with the licensee by
resident and regional personnel on February 22, 1996, indicated that

I some of the information in LER 96-003 was inaccurate. The licensee
stated a revised LER would be issued. The Resident Inspectors are
continuing to inspect this event and will address TS compliance in the
next NRC IR 50-302/96-001. This is identified as URI 50-302/95-21-04:
Excessive RCS cooldown rate.

2.8 Close Out Issues

2.8.1 (Closed) URI 50-302/95-20-01, Inadequate Procedure for Establishing HPI
Flow.

In IR 50-302/95-20, paragraph 1.1.2.2 discussed the licensee's identifi-
cation of a potential problem in the procedural guidance for limiting

,

| HPI flow. E0P's discussed limiting HPI flow to prevent HPI pump runout
i under accident conditions. However, the procedures did not identify all
! possible HPI flow paths which might result in excessive HPI pump flow

and result in pump runout. Subsequently, the licensee completed

| Enclosure 2
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Revision 2 to calculation M93-0047 and determined that the HPI pumps
would not reach runout conditions. This URI is closed.

| :- 2.8.2 (Closed) IFI 50-302/95-15-08; Annunciator Response Procedure AR-303
| '
| This IFI was opened to follow the licensee's planned revision of the
| annunciator response procedure for a low SW surge tank pressure alarm,

to delete the operator action of checking for malfunction of the surge
tank pressure control valve SWV-281, since the valve position had been
changed to normally closed. The inspector verified that the annunciator
response procedure had been so revised. This IFI is closed.

2.8.3 (Closed) IFI 50-302/95-15-09; Incorrect Annunciator Response
|

This IFI was opened to follow the licensee's planned revision of the
annunciator response procedure for a high SW surge tank pressure alarm,
to state that the alarm could be caused by inleakage from a letdown
cooler or RCP seal cooler or a rise in SW system temperature due to a
LOCA or component failure. The inspector verified that the annunciator

j response procedure had been so revised. This IFI is closed.

2.8.4 (Closed) IFI 95-15-11; Traveling Screen Procedures

.This item was opened to follow licensee consideration of making
procedure changes to alert operators to the fact that, during a LOOP,
power would be lost to the traveling screens ~, the screen wash pumps, and
the traveling screen dp instruments, and thus the operators would have
no indication of potential screen clogging and reduced SW flow. The!

I licensee stated that existing annunciator response procedures adequately
addressed this condition. The inspectors reviewed the annunciator
response procedures.for 'SW RW SYSTEM PRESS LOW' and 'SW RW TEMP HIGH',
and verified that both directed operators to check the intake screens.
Also, the annunciator response procedure for 'DH RW PUMP A/B SUCTION
TEMP HIGH' directed operators to check DC raw water temperature and RWP-
3B discharge pressure. The inspector considered this procedural
guidance to be adequate. This IFI is closed.

3.0 Maintenance (61726, 62703)

| 3.1 Maintenance Observations. ..

Station maintenance activities of safety-related systems and components
were observed and reviewed to ascertain that they were conducted in
accordance with approved procedures, regulatory guides, industry codes
and standards, and in conformance with the TSs.

The following items were considered during this review, as appropriate:
LCOs were met while components or systems were removed from service;
approvals were obtained prior to initiating work; activities were
accomplished using approved procedures and were inspected as applicable;

Enclosure 2
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procedures used were adequate to control the activity; troubleshooting
activities were controlled and repair records accurately reflected the
maintenance performed; functional testing and/or calibrations were
performed prior to returning components or systems to service; QC
records were maintained; activities were accomplished by qualified
personnel; parts and materials used were properly certified; radiologi-
cal controls were properly. implemented; QC hold points were established
and observed where required; fire prevention controls were implemented;
outside contractor force activities were controlled in accordance with
the approved QA program; and housekeeping was actively pursued.

3.1.1 Standby Feedwater Pump

On January 9, 1996 the residents observed the following conditions at
FWP-7:

A ladder was erected in order to access some scaffolding such that-

the base of the ladder rested on the concrete base for the pump and the
ladder was touching the metal guard around the motor to pump shaft. The

' ladder was erected between the motor and pump.

| - Spare scaffold material was stored around the base of FWP-7.

The resident notified the Shift Manager of the noted condition and the
ladder was relocated to outside the FWP-7 immediate area. The failure
to control maintenance activities around sensitive equipment is~consid- )
ered to be a weakness, l

3.1.2 Perform Inverter Inspection on VBIT-1B, and Install Fuses on Indicator
Lights on Vital Bus Inverter VBIT-1B and Associated Static Transfer
Switches

This work was accomplished under MAR 95-03-12-01. The inspectors
witnessed the performance of the inspection of the vital inverter VBIT-
IB (WR NU 0321854) and the installation of fuses on the indicator lights
to allow changing of the lights while the inverter is energized (WR NU
0328950). The inspectors reviewed this work request to verify that all
prerequisites were completed and all required approvals were received
prior to beginning the work. The inspectors verified that QC inspec-
tors, systems engineers, and electrical shop supervision were present
for the task. For the portions of the work observed by the inspectors,
no problems were observed.

3.2 Surveillance Observations

The inspectors observed TS required surveillance testing and verified!

L that the' test procedures, conformed to the requirements of the TSs;
testing was performed in accordance with adequate procedures; test'

instrumentation was calibrated;-limiting conditions for operation were
i met; test results met acceptance criteria requirements and were reviewed
.
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by personnel other than 'the' individual directing the test; deficiencies
i were identified, as appropriate, and were properly reviewed and resolved
i by management personnel; and system restoration was adequate. For

completed tests, the inspectors verified testing frequencies were met
i and tests were performed by qualified individuals.

3.2.1 SP-311, Diesel Fuel Transfer Pump Surveillance, DFP-1B

On December 27, 1995 at approximately 1:00 p.m. during the performance
of SP-311, DFP-1B exhibited indications of low or non-existent flow for
approximately three minutes following the start of the pump. Subsequent
testing indicated normal flow and pressures. An OCR per CP-150,
Identifying and Processing Operability Concerns, was initiated due to
DFP-18 degraded suction pressure concerns. Due to low suction and
discharge pressures on the initial run of DFP-1B the average discharge
was 8.09 gpm. The second run of DFP-1B resulted in 10.7 gpm discharge.
The pump data was as follows:

First run suction 5.8 in. Hg discharge pressure 5 psij
(fluctuating) up to 10 psig

Second run suction 5.8 in. Hg discharge pressure 12.4 psig

Based on the ability to run DFP-18 and obtain acceptable flow after a
short time period, the OCR dispositioned the DFP-18 as operable but
degraded and operations was to monitor DFP-1B suction gauge for proper
indication.

Subsequently, on December 29, 1995 at 5:30 a.m. during a routine suction
pressure check, operations noted the suction pressure at 3.5 in. Hg.
DFP-1B was run but t'e suction pressure did not recover to the desired
5.75 in. Hg. Due tr the. apparent continued slow decline in the vacuum
of the suction piping for DFP-1B, on December 29, 1995 at 9:00 a.m. the
NSM held an update meeting for the OCR. Possible courses of action were
discussed.

While the reactor was in Mode 5 to repair the condenser tube failure,
the licensee replaced DFP-1B and repaired the discharge check valve,
replacing the seat and spring assembly. Following the repairs, the
licensee determined that the pump was still slowly losing vacuum on the
suction piping. The short term corrective actions include the operators
running the pump for short periods each day to assure that adequate
prime exists on the pump. The foot check valve in the fuel oil tank
will be replaced during the upcoming refueling outage. The licensee is
planning to run further tests to determine additional corrective actions
that are necessary to complete repairs to the system.

3.2.2 SP-110A, "A" Channel Reactor Protection System Functional Testing

!
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The inspectors observed portions of the performance of SP-110A, "A"
Channel Reactor Protection System Functional Testing. It was noted that
the technicians maintained a copy of the procedure in hand. .The
inspectors verified that the technicians were using the correct revision
of the procedure and that the instrumentation being used was currently _
calibrated. Good communications was observed between the technicians
and the operators at the controls. No problems were observed during the
performance of the test.

3.2.3 SP-349A, EFP-1 and Valve Surveillance
;

The inspectors witnessed the performance of SP-349A, EFP-1 and Valve ,

Surveillance. During the initial run on the procedure, the NLO at the-
pump observed the pump seal packing smoking 5 smelled an odor of burning
material, and measured a temperature of 190 F. He immediately notified
the control, who secured the pump and entered the TS action statement '

for an inoperable pump,-TS 3.7.5, Emergency Feedwater (EFW) System,
Condition B. The operations personnel notified the systems engineer and
the component engineer.

After discussions between the mechanical shop, operations, systems
engineering, and component engineering, the pump was restarted to see if
the problem would recur. Engineering had concluded that this packing
material was still relatively new, with little wear. According to {
engineering, some smoking could be expected during a pump start. The

Jadministrative temperature. limit placed on this packing is 300*F.

The inspectors witnessed the pump restart. The packing temperature rose
to approximately 180'F and then decreased to the normal temperature of
approximately 170*F. No additional smoke was observed.

3.2.4 Monthly Functional Test of the Emergency Diesel Generator EGDG-1A

' The inspectors observed the performance of SP-354A, Monthly Functional
Test of the-Emergency Diesel Generator EGDG-1A. The inspectors verified |

that all prerequisites were accomplished prior to the start of the !
surveillance procedure. No problems were observed during the start and I

paralleling the generator to the bus.

3.3 BWST Vacuum Breaker Surv'ill'ance Testinge 1

On December 14, 1995, the licensee removed DHV-70, one of two BWST
vacuum breakers to perform SP-602, ISI Check Valve Inspection. During i
the performance of the test, the stainless steel sensing line which
connects the body of the vacuum breaker with the pilot assembly was
found to be totally blocked with corrosion products. The pilot assembly
would have been unable to sense BWST vacuum and would not have operated '

to break the vacuum. This rendered the BWST vacuum breaker inoperable.
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For the performance of the surveillance, the licensee had installed a
screened rain hood over the opening where the valve was removed. This
was sufficient to prevent the BWST from developing a vacuum until the
valves could be replaced.

Subsequent investigation revealed that the existing vacuum breakers,
DHV-69 and DHV-70, considered alone, did not have adequate relief
capacity to support worst case drawdown during LOCA conditions. This is
identified as a weakness in the design of the BWST. The licensee plans
to replace both valves with new valves with increased capacity, so that
either valve can supply sufficient relief. These new valves are
designed to minimize the possibility of fouling.

The two vacuum breakers, DHV-69 and DHV-70, were originally procured as
safety-related, but were' misclassified as class 4, non-safety, prior to
the unit going commercial in 1978. In 1992, these valves were reclassi-
fied as safety related and added to the ISI testing program. These
valves are tested per ASME OM-1, 1981, which requires a 10 year test
interval for valves with 50 percent of the valves being tested every
five years. The last test of DHV-70 had been satisfactorily completed
in 1993.

The licensee received the replacement valve for DHV-70 and performed
bench testing. The original. valve failed and was returned to the vendor-
for repair. The BWST has been left open, with a rain hood in place
pending final repair and replacement of the valves.

4.0 Engineering (37551, 40500, 92903, 92700)

4.1 Onsite Engineering

The inspectors performed an assessment of the onsite engineering
function to determine the effectiveness of the onsite engineering staff.
This includes onsite design engineers, system engineers, component
engineers, shop engineers, and any onsite staff providing engineering
support to enhance the plant performance.

A limited assessment of the design and engineering processes was
performed to determine the adequacy of support to the plant. An issue
involving a modification on the standby feedwater recirculation piping
was evaluated to determine how effective the licensee was in determining
the cause of the problem, dispositioning any operability issues,
implementing corrective actions, and expanding the scope of the
corrective actions to include applicable related systems, equipment,
procedures, and personnel actions.

The licensee is in the p'roce'ss of installing modification, MAR 94-07-06-
01, Contingency Storage for Rad Waste (From Tube Rupture). This
modification is being made in response to INP0 SOER 93-01, Diagnosis and
Mitigation of Reactor Coolant System Leakage Including Steam Generator
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'Tube Ruptures. The inspectors reviewed the modification which is being
| installed to provide a path to discharge contaminated water from the
; feedwater system following a steam generator tube rupture. The modifi-

cation provides a tee in the FWP-7 recirculation line to allow water to
i

|

| be diverted to the fire water storage tanks and the turbine building
drain tank, SDT-1. The modification also raises the location of the

! level instrumentation in the condenser hotwell, to provide for more
allowable storage space in it. This part of the modification will be j
implemented in the 10R refueling outage. '

The inspectors reviewed the design package and noted that due to the i
rating of non-safety and the low expenditures on the modification, no
cross discipline reviews were performed, nor was a PRC review required. j
The inspectors talked with the managers of health physics and chemistry.

|Neither of these departments were aware that the modification was being <

performed.

Even though the operations department did not perform a review of the
modification, the inspectors determined that the original proposal for
the modification originated in that department. The operations personnel|

; responsible for revising the procedures to implement necessary changes
| due to the modification raised several questions; similar to questions
| raised by the inspectors; such as: what is the status of the fire

protection system when the tank is removed from service due to contami-
nated water being introduced into it, what prevents the operators from

| overfilling the fire service tank (the overflow is directed to a storm ;

| drain)? With no cross reviews on the modification, these questions were
L not asked until after the modification had begun. The inspectors
| consider this inadequate review a weakness. The licensee has also
! identified this issue, via a precursor card, to be an example of an

inadequate review.
. .

Several operations procedures will be required to be modified; to line
up the standby feedwater system to divert recirculation flow to the
tanks and to require isolation of the tanks to prevent an uncontrolled
discharge of the contaminated water. The inspectors verified that the,

| operations procedure writers are aware of the modification.

| In response to the questions by the operations procedure writers, the
| licensee has suspended efforts to revise the procedures until engineer-
| ing has completed a review to determine if any additional modifications
| are necessary to adequately address their concerns. The inspectors will
'

continue to follow this issue under IFI 50-302/95-21-02: Modification to
| the standby feedwater pump recirculation line.

4.2 Reactor Building Purge Valves Outside Their Design Basis
'

On November 2,1995 the licensee noted that several safety related
circuits for the RB purge system used non-safety related terminal boxes

,

and other unisolated devices in their routing. The affected valves were
,
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containment purge exhaust valves AHV-1A and 1B, and containment purge
supply valves AHV-1C and ID. This condition was reported to the NRC per
50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B), a condition outside the design basis of the plant.

The safety function of the RB purge system is to maintain RB integrity
in the event of an accident. TS 3.6.3, Containment Isolation Valves, I

requires in Modes 1 through 4 that the 48 inch purge valves be main-
| tained isolated. Purge valves AHV-1A through 10 are normally locked
'

closed in Modes 1 through 4 and are not required to function post
accident. AHV-1A and ID are maintained closed by the removal of air to
the solenoid valves achieved by chained and locked manual air supply
valves. AHV-1B and 1C are maintained closed by locked open breakers.

TS 3.9.3, Containment Penetrations, requires during refueling operations
(during core alterations and during movement of irradiated fuel assem-
blies within containment) that each penetration providing direct access
from the containment atmosphere to the outside atmosphere either:

- be closed by a manual or automatic isolation valve, blind flange, or !

equivalent. These penetrations may be open provided the total calculat- |

ed flow rate out of the open penetration (s) is less than or equal to the
equivalent flow rate through a 48 inch containment purge line penetra-

1

| tion; or :

- capable of being closed by an operable containment purge or mini- !
purge valve. 1

i |

SP-346, Containment Penetrations Weekly Check During Refueling Opera-
tions, Enclosure 1, requ-ires that each containment purge valve (AHV-1A

! through AHV-10) be verified either closed, or open and operable.

SP-381, Locked / Sealed Valve Check List (Position Verification of
| Locked / Sealed Valves), verifies AHV-1A through ID are locked closed each

quarter while in Modes 1 through 5. SP-341, Monthly Containment,

| Isolation Valve Operability Check, verifies AHV-1A through ID are sealed
| closed in Modes 1 through 5. The TS LC0 is only applicable in Modes 1

through 4.

| In the existing plant co'dit' ion, the purge valves were not required andn

were secured in their safety related position. However, these purge i

valves would probably be required during the upcoming refueling outage !
due to start on February 29, 1996. LER 50-302/95-025-01, Personnel |
Errors by Architect Engineer Result in Operation Outside the Design

'

'

Basis Due to Inadequate Safety /Non-Safety Circuit Isolation, states that
the licensee would evaluate by December 20, 1996 alternatives to the
present non-isolated design of the control circuits for AHV-1A through, ;

10. Since the up-coming outage would normally require the use of the'
!

purge valves prior to December 1996, this LER statement indicates an i

inadequate review of this issue by licensee personnel. This is <

| considered a weakness.

Enclosure 2
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10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III, Design Control, requires that
measures be established to assure that applicable regulatory require-

.ments and the design basis for those structures, systems, and components
to which this appendix applies are correctly translated into specifica-
tions, drawings, procedures, and instructions. FSAR paragraph 8.1,
Design Basis, states that the electrical systems | design satisfies the
IEEE 308 Proposed Criteria for Class IE Electrical Systems, dated June
1969.. IEEE 308 dated June 1969, paragraph 5.2,-Alternating Current-
Power Systems, states that sufficient physical separation, electrical j

isolation, and redundancy shall be provided to prevent the occurrence of
common failure mode in the Class IE electrical systems. This violation
will be identified as the first example of VIO 50-302/95-21-03, Failure
to isolate the Class IE from the non-Class IE electrical circuitry for
the RB purge valves.

i FSAR paragraph 5.3.3.3, Component Evaluation, states that the i

! containment purge valves receive a closure signal from the engineered
| safety features circuitry. The inspectors determined that this-closure
; signal had been removed for a period of time, in 1988, under MAR 87-01-
| 19-01. Subsequently, a proposed modification, MAR 90-11-13-02 was |

issued to restore the'ES closure signal to the purge valves. In 1990, '

the engineering department notified the licensing department;that MAR
90-11-13-02 was installed and.the FSAR needed to be updated. The
modification was never installed and in 1995 the MAR was voided.
However, the FSAR had already been updated. The weakness in
interdepartmental communication led to the FSAR not matching the actual
conditions in the plant. This in not being cited as a deviation due to
the low safety significance, since the containment purge valves are
locked closed during operation in modes 1 through 4.

4.3 Reactor Building Mini-Purge Valves Outside Their Design Basis-

| On January 13, 1996 at 2:24 a.m. while in Mode 5, the licensee i

discovered that the safety related mini-purge valves:(LRV-70, 71, 72, !

and 73) closing circuitry was routed through a non-safety related 1

system. A report was made in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72(b)(1)(ii)(B),
a condition outside the design basis of the plant. There are no TS
requirements for the mini-purge valves while in Mode 5.

While investigating the issue with the RB purge valves control circuitry
as noted in paragraph 4.2, the licensee investigated the mini-purge
valves and noted the control circuitry was also routed through non-
safety related cabinet. These valves provide containment integrity, |

receive a close signal from RM-A1, and also receive a close signal from'

certain ESF actuation signals. The purge valve wiring discrepancy was
reported on November 2, 1995.' Although it was known both the purge and ,

the mini-purge valves both interface with (and close on a high radiation
signal) RM-A1, the licensee did not investigate the potential for class
IE and non-class IE electrical isolation problem with the mini-purge
valves until questioned about similar problems existing. This is a

|
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second example of the weakness noted in paragraph 4.2 regarding an
inadequate review.

The licensee's evaluation of the effects of the non-safety related
| circuitry on the LRV valves showed the following:

- The valves are energized to open, therefore a loss of power closes
the valves. . .

- Each of the LRV valves is fed from a separate panel breaker and
there are no other components fed from that breaker.

The non-safety related contact of RM-Al is between and in series-

with the ES actuation signal to close the valve and the main
control board switch. Due to this arrangement, the control switch

| can always close the valve.
,

i

- Due to the RM-Al contact being after the ES actuation signal, the
following failure modes were postulated:

An open circuit.or.the contacts failing in the open position of*

the RM-Al part of the circuit will close the valves.

A short circuit (circuit line to line short) or the contacts*

| failing in the close position of the RM-Al part of the circuit )
will maintain the valve in its prior position (open if it was ~

previously open, closed if it was previously closed). The ES
actuation signal or control switch can close the valve.

A hot short in the radiation monitoring cabinet, where this*
1

part of the non-safety circuit is at, can keep the valve open if
: it was previously open, but will not open the valve as the control

switch is downstream of the non-safety part of the circuit. A hot
short would also prevent the valve from closing if it receives an
ES actuation signal. The manual control switch is always

! available to close the valve.

Prior to entering Mode 4 the licensee opened the breakers to LRV valves
| 70 through 73 and the breaker and main control board control switch were
! tagged to the NSS. The mini purge valves were in their closed or safety

position. The mini-purge valves were declared inoperable.

TS 3.6.3, Containment Isolat: ion Valves, requires in Modes 1 through 4
that each containment isolation valve be operable. Note 1 for TS 3.6.3
states that penetration flow paths, except for 48 inch purge valve
penetration flow paths, may be unisolated intermittently under
administrative controls.

t

10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion 111, Design Control, requires that
measures be established to assure that applicable regulatory
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requirements and the design basis for these structures, systems, and
components to which this appendix applies are correctly translated into
specifications, drawings, procedures, and instructions. FSAR paragraph
8.1, Design Basis, states that the electrical systems design satisfies
the IEEE 308 Proposed Criteria for Class IE Electrical Systems, dated
June 1969. IEEE 308 dated June 1969, paragraph 5.2, Alternating Current
Power Systems, states that sufficient physical separation, electrical
isolation, and redundancy shall be provided to prevent the occurrence of
common failure mode in the Class IE electrical systems. The failure to
isolate the Class IE from the non-class IE electrical circuitry for the
RB mini-purge valves is a violation. This violation will be the second
example of violation 50-302/95-21-03, Failure to isolate the Class IE
from the non-Class IE electrical circuitry for the RB isolation valves.

4.4 Air Handling Damper Inspecti.ons

The licensee has been inspecting control complex ventilation system
dampers for integrity. The inspectors have witnessed the examinations
of dampers AHD-2, 24, 25, and 99. Additional dampers that the licensee
has inspected are AHD-1 and AHD-12.

On January 12, 1996, the licensee discovered that the control room
ventilation air damper, AHD-2, would not go fully closed. Originally,
the amount of opening determined to be present in the damper was assumed
to be below the amount the system was analyzed for. However, the
assumed openings in the calculations were based on a 1/8 inch water
gauge differential pressure across the control complex envelope. A new
calculation was performed based on an assumed differential pressure of
.67 inches water gauge at AHD-2 (the measured differential pressure).
The new calculation was completed, concluding that the opening of the
partially open damper is greater than allowed by the assumptions for the j
design calculations. )

On January 16,1996 at 4:16 p.m. the licensee declared the control
complex habitability envelope inoperable. At the time, the unit was in
mode 5, Cold Shutdown. No TS actions were required. The licensee

.

implemented TMAR 96-01-06-01, which installed a temporary cover over the '

northern lower quadrant khere'AD-2 is degraded on January 16, 1996.

On January 16, 1996, the licensee completed the inspection of AHD-12 and
discoveredthattwobladetipsfromthedamperyeremissing. This added
an additional leak path of approximately 6.5 cm . Alone this would not
exceed the allowed unidentified leakage rate, however when the
inspection was performed, the licensee had already identified the
leakage through AHD-2 exceeded the allowed leakage. At approximately
7:00 p.m. on January 17, 1996, the two missing blade tips were replaced
under WR NU 0332707. A third loose blade tip was discovered during this
job and it was also replaced.
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The other inspected damp'ers were in satisfactory condition. The
completed dampers provide for one damper in each flow path into or out
of the envelope. The licensee is attempting to develop a long range
plan to continue inspecting or to possibly replace the existing dampers.
The resolution to this issue will be followed under URI 50-302/95-02-02:
Failure to maintain control complex habitability envelope.

4.5 Self Assessment

The licensee routinely performs Quality Program audits of plant
activities as required under its QA program or as requested by
management. To assess the effectiveness of these licensee audits, the
inspectors examined the status, scope, findings, and recommendations of
the following audit report:

Report No. Title No. of No. of
Findinas Recommendations

95-11-NEP Nuclear Engineering and One Twelve
Projects Audit

No additional NRC follow-up will be taken on the finding referenced
above because it was idehtified by the licensee's audit program and
corrective actions have either been completed or are currently underway.
A PR was initiated on the finding and plant management is aware of the
finding. Two strengths were also identified.

4.6 Close Out Issues

4.6.1 While the unit was in mode 5 (see paragraph 2.1), the licensee decided
to cut out and replace the section of the emergency feedwater pump
recirculation line that is leaking, rather than attempting non-code
temporary repairs. The licensee removed the section of piping that
contained the leaks and replaced that pipe. That section of piping was
wrapped and sealed, to protect the pipe from corrosion. However, the
majority of the pipe is not wrapped. The licensee is evaluating
wrapping portions of the remainder of the piping during the upcoming
refueling outage. For more information on the issue, see paragraph
1.1.2.5 in IR 50-302/95-20.

4.6.2 (Closed) LER 94-13; Marine Organism Biofouling Causes Heat Exchanger
Partial Blocking and Potential for Operation Outside Design Basis

This LER described partial plugging and fouling of the raw water heat
exchangers, and listed four planned corrective actions. The inspectors
reviewed the licensee's status on those corrective actions. Action item
one was a biofouling study, which was still ongoing. The licensee was
planning to use Clamtrol to decrease the need for mechanical cleaning of
the SWHEs, was awaiting State of Florida approval for use of Clamtrol,
and planned to install Clamtrol injection equipment during the March
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1996 refueling outage. Action item two was increasing the frequency of
RW pit inspection and' cleaning - the licensee had increased
inspection / cleaning of the 'B' and 'A' RW pits to every six months,
which seemed to be sufficiently frequent to preclude SWHE inoperability.
Action items three and four were developing an analytical basis for the
determination of SWHE performance based.on the percentage of blocked
tubes and ultimate heat sink, temperature, generating a family of curves
representing various cleanliness factors, and revising applicable
precedures including instructions for cleaning additional SWHEs if. the
one being cleaned had excessive debris. The inspectors reviewed
procedure OP-103B, Plant Operating Curves, Rev 15 of November 29, 1995.
Curve 15, of OP-103B, titled SW System Heat Transfer Capability,
identified four regions of UHS temperature versus percentage ~of tubes.
partially blocked. The attached Operational Criteria for Curve 15
detailed actions to be taken for as-found conditions in each of the four
regions of Curve 15. Curve 15 and the related Operational Criteria for
Curve 15 effectively satisfied action items three and four of the LER.
In addition, the licensee was using an experimental UAf meter to monitor
the performance of each SWHE with data recorded automatically every two
hours and reviewed month.ly.. The recorded data included'RW temperature
in and out of each of the four SW heat exchangers, SW temperature in and
out of each of the four SW heat exchangers, and SW flow to all three
heat exchangers in service. The licensee compared the
measured / calculated UAf with a calculated UAf required for design basis
accident conditions. The inspectors reviewed the UAf data, for June -'

September, 1995, found that it compared somewhat well with the records 1
of as-found heat exchanger tube blockage, and concluded that it could
potentially provide useful data for monitoring the condition of the SW
heat exchangers. This LER is closed.

,

4.6.3 (0 pen) IFI 94-18-09; Review Periodic Verification Plans - MOV

This item was opened for NRC review of the licensee's stated plans for
periodic dynamic testing of MOVs to determine whether these plans met
the recommendations of GL 89-10. The licensee planned to test seven
selected MOVs over the next three refueling outages. The inspector
verified that, during the scheduled March 1996 refueling outage, the
licensee planned to dynamically test two of the selected MOVs; FWV-36,
feedwater block valve, and MUV-257, make-up system recirculation to the
make-up tank. This item remains open for NRC review of whether the
licensee's periodic dynamic testing plans meet the recommendations of GL
89-10.

,

4.6.4 (Closed) IFI 95-01-01; MCC Feeder Breaker Amps Could Be Exceeded

This IFI was opened to follow the licensee's resolution of Problem
: Report 95-0004, Degraded grid conditions loading on ES MCC 3Al exceeds ,

! setting of circuit breaker feeding this MCC. The problem was that, ;

under degraded grid conditions, an MCC feeder breaker could open when it
,

j should not, resulting in the undesired loss of safety-related loads.
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The inspector reviewed the licensee's interim operability evaluation,
which concluded that the breaker was operable. The evaluation stated
that all emergency loads (including temporary MOV loads) could cause the ;

480 amp setting of the breaker to be exceeded, by 4 amps, for '

| approximately 23 seconds. After the 23 seconds, the loads on the
breaker would decrease to about 463 amps. However, the breaker would
not trip unless the 484 amps loading remained on the breaker for 68
seconds. The engineer showed the inspectors that the 480 amps was based
on the breaker tripping at the low end of the allowable setpoint band.
The inspector reviewed the most recent test on the breaker, dated |
February 24, 1993, and noted that the breaker trip setpoint was actually
on the high end of the allowable band, providing additional margin to
assure that the breaker would not trip prematurely. In addition, the- !
inspectors reviewed the licensee's analysis of the settings of all other '

circuit breakers feeding' safety-related loads that verified that they ;

; were all above degraded grid condition loading. The licensee also plans
! to document, by December 31, 1996, that under degraded grid conditions,
i motor protection devices for all safety-related motors allow time for
. motor acceleration and also trip the motor prior to motor thermal limits
| being reached. This item is closed.

4.6.5 (0 pen) VIO 95-02-04 (EA 95-16); Use of Non-conservative Trip Setpoints
for Safety-related Equipment

This violation included problems with licensee design calculations.
While the licensee's corrective actions for the violation were not
completed, the licensee had completed some new calculations using
improved methods. During th'is inspection, the inspector reviewed two
recently completed design calculations.

|

The inspector reviewed 1-93-0002, EFIC - Steam Generator Level
Instrumentation Loop String Accuracy and Setpoint, Revision 0, dated
8/31/95. The inspector reviewed the safety evaluation, the assumptions,
the design inputs, and performed alternative calculations where
appropriate to determine the validity of the setpoint calculation. The
inspector found two minor errors in the subscripts for the Steam

! Pressure / Temperature Effect variables in the equations for the Small '

'

Break LOCA and HELB High Setpoints. These were typographical errors
only and had no effect on the setpoint. The calculation provided clear,
usable as-left and as-found limits for the Low Level Initiate, High

| Level Overfill and Overfill Reset setpoints. The inspector found the
| calculation was well organized, accurate, and met the ANSI 45.2.11
| requirements for calculation verification.
|

The inspector reviewed 1-92-0008, EFIC - Steam Generator Instrumentation
Loop String Accuracy and Setpoint, Revision 1, dated 6/1/95. The
calculation was revised to include as-left and as-found tolerances,
along with calibrated loop errors. The inspector concluded that as with
Calculation 1-93-0002, the calculation was well organized, accurate and
met the ANSI 45.2.11 req'uirements for calculation verification.
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This violation remains open pending the licensee's completion of
corrective actions and NRC review of those actions.

4.6.6 (Closed).VIO 95-03-01; Failure to Report a Surge Line Flaw in Accordance i

With 10 CFR 50.72

This violation was for the licensee's failure.to promptly notify the NRC
of a flaw that was identified, ia the pressurizer surge line nozzle-to-
lower pressurizer head weld, that required fracture mechanics analysis
to establish acceptance to ASME Section XI requirements. The licensee's
failure to issue a Problem Report, at the time the weld flaw was found,-

was' identified as.a' weakness in the licensee's corrective action system
that contributed to the violation. The inspectors reviewed the
licensee's corrective actions for the violation, including a revision to
the NDE program providing' specific guidance on when the Problem Report
system should be used to document indications outside the established
criteria of ASME Section XI or for which additional analysis is required
to resolve. The licensee was similarly revising other ASME Section XI

,

programs, including the Pump and Valve Program, Component Support i

IProgram, Hydrostatic Test Program, and Steam Generator Program, and was
scheduled to complete those revisions in February 1996. Additionally, I
the licensee had conducted t' raining of engineers on operability and
reportability determinations, and the inspectors reviewed records of
that training. This item is closed.

4.6.7 (0 pen) EEI 95-22-04; Four Examples of Inadequate Design Control
Concerning Curve 8, Various Setpoints, and Tank Volumes

1) Make-up System As-installed Equipment Walkdown.

The inspector accompanied the licensee during a configuration
walkdown of the make-up system. This walkdown was to ensure the
piping and instrumentation isometric drawings used in the MUT
Curve 8 calculation were correct. The inspector verified that for
the portions of th'e MV system included in the walkdown the
isometrics closely matched the installed piping. The inspector ,

also verified that a sample of the instrumentation installed in I
the field was appropriately used in the MUT curve calculation.

'

The inspector concluded that there was close correlation between
the as-installed plant configuration and the information used in
the MUT curve calculation. '

The specific portions of the system included:

o The piping and valves from the Borated water storage tank to
the MUV-58(F)

o The piping and valves from MUV-58(F) to wall penetration
DHA-3

,
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o The piping and valves from wall penetration DHA-83 to MUV-
73(F) ;

o The piping and valves from MUV-73(F) to MVV-69

o The piping and valves from MVV-69 to the makeup pump suction
, j

The drawing walked down included:

PI-305-814 Sheet 4
PI-305-859 Sheet 2
PI-305-861 Sheet 2
PI-305-858 Sheet 2
P-304-662

,

I
The inspector verified that the minor discrepancies noted were '

documented on the licensee's walkdown checklist and were scheduled
to be appropriately dispositioned.

2) BWST Vortex Limiting Plate |
'

'

During a previous inspection, the inspector had questioned the3

licensee's calculation for minimum BWST level, in particular the
analysis of the effectiveness of the BWST vortex limiting plate.
During this inspection, the inspector reviewed the licensee's '

| actions to determine the vortex limiting plate geometry's effect
on BWST minimum level . The original calculation concluded that
the vortex limiting plate's effect on BWST minimum level was not
proportional to the plate's geometry. The licensee conducted
further research and determined that the vortex plate's '

performance was geometry dependent. The inspector reviewed the
,

results of their further research and determined that the
licensee's revised calculation for BWST level appropriately
considered the effects of the vortex limiting plate.4

EEI 95-22-04 remains open pending further NRC review.
.

4.6.8 (0 pen) IFI 95-15-01; Design Requirements for Nitrogen Overpressure

A feature of the nuclear services closed-cycle cooling water system was
that, per OP-408, Rev 74, the surge tank was pressurized with nitrogen
to between 80 and 90 psi'g, Per the FSAR, Section 9.5.2.1, and the
service water system Enhanced Design Basis Document, Rev. 2, September
26, 1994, the only stated purpose for this feature was to assure that
the minimum design pressure of 60 psig was greater, with design margin,
than the maximum containment pressure during accident conditions of 53.5-

psig.

The team questioned the nitrogen pressurization. Because the surge tank
was not located at the highest elevation, another purpose fori
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!
pressurization might be to assure that the system remained full under !

all operating conditions and that no voiding occurred. Considering '

this, the team identified that a single failure of the relief valve on
the ' surge tank could render.both divisions of the system inoperable
since both were served by a common surge tank.

|

| The licensee contacted the original design organization and no records
! could be found that assumed this failure. The only design function of
j the overpressure appears to have been to ensure system pressure was to
|. prevent leakage of containment atmosphere into the service water system
'

post-accident. The licensee than performed a detailed engineering :

analysis with worst case assumptions-(95 degree F temp and fouled heat ;

exchangers) to determine if the relief valve would be challenged during
an accident by the swell into the surge tank due to the expansion in the
enclosed system which would occur in an accident situation as- the system |
heats up. As a result of this worst case analysis using computer I

generated input it was decided to lower the level in the tank from 110.5 I

feet to 109.5 feet and to change the maximum alarm pressure setpoint
from 92 psig to 90 psig. The alarm setpoints for minimum water level
and pressure will remain unchanged. The licensee has recommended that

,

as part of the setpoint calculation program that is now in progress that '

| these new setpoints be incorporated and the alarms changed.

This IFI will remain open pending NRC review of the calculations and
,

validation that the alarms are changed.

4.6.9 (0 pen).IFI 95-15-02; Des'ign' Requirements for Dynamic LOCA Effects

All of the containment penetrations for the service water system are -
provided with only one isolation valve outside the containment. Per
FSAR Section 1.4.53, credit is taken for the closed system piping inside
containment to' satisfy the proposed 10 CFR 50.34, Appendix A (dated July
11,1967), Criterion 53, " Containment Isolation Valves" (the licensing
basis), that containment penetrations be protected by redundant
isolation valves. The closed system piping was considered an extension
of the containment. Per FSAR Section 1.4.10, Criterion 10 of the
proposed Appendix A required the containment structure to be designed to

,

sustain the effects of a LOCA, and per Section 1.4.40, Criterion 40 |required engineering safeguards, to be protected against the dynamic i

effects (jet impingement, pipe whip, etc.) of a LOCA.

The licensee researched the licensing basis and provided documentation
when available and references to the NRC basis for approval in the time
frame that Crystal River was licensed. Although there was no actual
documentation to prove the current position, there was substantial other

i

,

documentation supporting the licensee's current position. The licensee
'

current position was that, at the time the plant was licensed, it was
licensed on the position of Leak Before Break criteria, which did not i

require them to analyze for dynamic effects of direct impingement on
adjacent piping. Thus they did not have to take into consideration the

i
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I
effects on the service water piping as a result of a high energy line i

break.
|
|

The licensee addressed this concern in NED95-705, " Assessment of SW l
Ipiping and the dynamic effect of a LOCA", dated November 29, 1995. They

stated, "It should be noted that the pipe rupture requirements that
apply to CR3 were established prior to the finalization of the NUREG 800
requirements and are assumed to be plant specific. Unfortunately, the
original design criteria is not clearly documented."

The licensee assessed rupture locations and potential interactions with
service water piping. A posiition was taken that primary RCS piping (28"
and 36") have been found to meet Leak Before Break criteria. The
licensee stated, "As such, this piping is exempt from General Design
Criteria 4 (design from dynamic effects of pipe rupture). Based on this
exemption, LOCA loads from the primary RCS piping need not be !

lconsidered".
I

Based on an inspection of plant drawings, the licensee concluded that j
the pressurizer surge line has the potential for some undesirable
interaction with the SW piping. The licensee plans to inspect the surge ,

line area and determine if there is a potential problem with l
impingement on SW piping. They have contacted Babcock and Wilcox and
been told that the surge line appears to be a good candidate for Leak i
Before Break qualification. If the concern is not resolved by the two '

methods above the licensee states "an evaluation of postulated jet
loading may be acquired".

The team discovered during the inspection that MAR 88-05-25-05, SW |
Isolation to RC Pumps, dated January 8, 1992, had been approved and I

installed. The purpose of the MAR was to be able to continue running
the RC Pumps during some Small Break LOCA scenarios. The modification
was installed to allow the SW piping to the RC pumps to remain open and
minimize operator burden' during accident or abnormal events. The valves
would remain open and would be closed on a low level in the SW surge
tank in conjunction with an ES signal. There was no other stated reason
for the modification. It appears that this MAR considered line break as
a possible reason for securing the SW valves or the MAR would have left
the SW valves open.

This IFI will be left open pending the licensee's inspection of the
surge line impingement possibilities and any related reliance on Leak
Before Break, analysis. The .IFI will also be open pending further NRC
review of the licensee's stated position that the plant was licensed to
Leak Before Break criteria and is not required to consider dynamic LOCA
effects from RCS piping. ;

4.6.10 (0 pen) IFI 95-15-03; Design Requirements for Reactor Coolant Pump |
Cooler Failure |
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This IFI remains open pending completion of ongoing NRC review.

4.6.11 (0 pen) IFI 95-15-04; Code Requirement for Thermal Relief Valves on
Decay Heat Removal Heat Exchangers

The NRC service water inspection had found that there was no installed
relief protection on the Decay Heat Removal Heat Exchangers. Per ASME
Section VIII, Division 1, UG-125, 1968 edition, the heat exchangers for
the Decay Heat Closed Cooling System are required to have pressure

,

relief devices installed to protect the vessel, irrespective of the size '

of the vessel, in accordance with the requirements of UG-125
,

through UG-134. |
!

The inspector read the licensee response that went into much detail on '

how, by operating procedures and opening of vent and drain valves, the ;

heat exchangers will not be pressurized. The inspector noted that .

butterfly valves, which typically leak under pressure and are used for I
isolation, could prevent overpressurization. The inspector felt that-

the licensee had, in par't, siresented a reasonable assessment of their
interpretation that their current design and practices complied with the
Code. However, the licensee did not address certain specific
requirements of the Code, i.e. that whenever the valve that isolates the4

heat exchanger from the relief valve is closed, an authorized person
shall remain stationed there and shall again lock or seal the valve in'

the open position before leaving the station. This IFI remains open
pending further NRC review of the licensee's position.

I

4.6.12 (0 pen) IFI 95-15-05; Relief. Valves Removed From Heat Exchangers

Design Change Package MAR 80-04-13-1 was issued to allow the removal of
all but one of the relief valves on various sets of heat exchangers in
the service water and decay heat systems. This modification was made to
address a chronic problem with leakage of these valves. The NRC service
water team inspection had cited USAS B31.1-1967, Section 122.6.1 which
requires that no intervening stop valves shall separate a protected
component from its overpressure protection device, and questioned the
licensee's position.

During this inspection, the inspectors reviewed the licensee's position
stated in their response NED95-0475 dated August 21, 1995. The position 4

shows that there are several sections of the code that allow pressure i

increases to be averted by taking advantage of other means of
overpressure protection. Specifically, paragraph 101.4.2 (Fluid
Expansion Effects) tasks the engineer with either designing the system
to withstand the increased pressure or providing a means to relieve the
excess pressure. The section does not elaborate on methods that may be
used to relieve the excess pressure, but it does not restrict the
designer to only employing a relief valve as it did in paragraph ;

102.2.5(b). The licensee emphasized paragraph 102.2.5(a), which states 1

that a relief valve is not r.equired on the low pressure side of a closed
;
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valve that isolates a high pressure system from a low pressure system.
i

The inspectors felt that the licensee had, in part, presented a
reasonable assessment of their interpretation that their current design
and practices complied w'ith'the Code. Also, the inspectors noted that
leaky relief valves, which were not required for equipment protection,
could lead to undesirable gas releases during an accident condition.
However, the inspectors noted that the licensee's analysis did not seem
to exactly meet the words of paragraph 102.2.5(a) in that the isolation
of a heat exchanger in the SW system did not involve isolating a high
pressure system from a' low pressure system. This IFI-remains open
pending further NRC review of the licensee's position. A related issue,
described in IR 50-302/95-15 paragraph 9 followup below, similarly
remains open as part of this IFI.

i4.6.13 (Closed) IFI 95-15-06; Setpoint for SWS Header low Pressure
,

The team was concerned that the setpoint might be too low for starting
the service water pumps. The licensee used a simplistic calculation to
show that the maximum pressure available without challenging the relief

,

valve setpoint of 100 psig was 105.81 psig. This calculation took into '

account the difference -in elevation between the surge tank level and the
pressure switches. A review of the calibration data sheets showed that
the calibration was compensated for the difference in height of the ;
switch to the header, thus providing additional margin. Since_these :
switches perform no active accident mitigation function, no further

;

error analysis will be done! The inspector reviewed and concurred with ;

the licensee position. This item is closed. ,

4.6.14 (Closed) IFI 50-302/95-15-07; Placing Check Valve in IST Program i

This IFI was opened to follow the licensee's planned addition of check
valve SWV-356 to the IST/ISI program. SWV-356 was a boundary valve
between the safety-related service water system and the non-safety
related industrial cpoling system. The inspector verified that the
licensee had initiated a. change to the'IST/ISI program; added SWV-356 to
the implementing procedure SP-620, ISI Check Valve Inspection; and
scheduled, in Work Request NU 0325533, to perform the appropriate valve
inspection during the March 1996 refueling outage. This item is closed.

4.6.15 (Closed) IFI 50-302/95-15-10; Traveling Screen Setpoint

This IFI was opened to follow the licensee's response to an identified
problem where the 'B' nuclear service sea water pump traveling screen-
auto' start dp was set at 10 inches, but should have been set at about 6
inches to prevent screen failure under certain conditions. The
traveling screens were classified as non-safety. The licensee reviewed
the issue, determined that the correct setpoint should be 6 inches, and
reset the setpoint'to 6 inches. The inspectors reviewed completed
calibration records dated December II, 1995, and verified that the
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traveling screen dp switch setpoints were changed from 10 inches to 6
| inches. This IFI is closed. ~

i 4.6.16 Follow-up on Concerns Identified in Previous Inspection Reports 1

1
!The inspectors followed-up on concerns identified in IR 50-302/95-15,

paragraph 6 on the licensee revision of procedures as a result of FPC
calculation M94-0057 (Revision of ASME Section XI criteria for raw water
pumps due to maintenance). The licensee has evaluated all of the
safety-related pumps and developed the necessary criteria to
satisfactorily complete this item. Based on the present completion of
the calculations, no further concerns are identified.

Paragraph 8 of IR 50-302/95-15 described an example where a problem
report had been closed out without all required actions being completed.
The inspectors discussed this issue with licensee personnel, who stated
that the cause of the premature PR closeout had been misunderstanding of
PR action items vs. actions accomplished. The licensee had since
changed the process for PR closeout to place responsibility with the
applicable line manager,.who would have better current knowledge of the

1status of the affected equipment or procedures (Quality Programs had !
previously done PR closeouts). Also, responsibility for keeping PR |
files and tracking and coordinating progress on PR open items was
currently assigned to members of the new Nuclear Safety Assessment Team.
The inspectors concluded that the licensee had taken actions to correct
this deficiency. No further concerns were identified.

In IR 50-302/95-15, paragraph 9, the service water inspection team had
questioned the licensee's removal from the IST program of SW heat
exchanger thermal relief valves that remained installed in the system.
Further NRC review of this issue determined that, if the relief valve is
not relied upon for overpressure protection of the heat exchanger, then 'y
it need not be in the IST program. Since the question of Code
requirements for having the relief valves installed remains open under
IFI 50-302/95-15-05 above, this concern will be considered as an
additional example of IFI 50-302/95-15-05, Relief Valves Removed From
Heat Exchangers.

4.6.17 (Closcd) LER 95-015, Revised Calculation Leads to Non-Conservative EFIC
Setpoint Resulting in Entry into ITS 3.0.3

While the licensee was perfo.rming long term corrective actions for LER
94-006, the setpoint in use for the EFIC system low level initiation-

bistable was found to be non-conservative based on a new analytical
value. The non-conservatism resulted from a change in the methodology
used for instrument string error analysis. The new methodology was
based upon ISA RP67.04, Part II, dated September 1994. This methodology

| was not available when the initial setpoint was calculated. The primary
differences are the inclusion of setting tolerance in the loopi

! uncertainty calculation and a larger drift component associated with the
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I

increase of the surveillance frequency from 18 to 24 months. The _ |
licensee has changed the bistable setpoints and has reset the bistables :

to ensure compliance with ITS requirements. The inspector reviewed the !

completed setpoint calculation (193-0002, Revision 0, dated 8/31/95) and i

found that it followed the I-SA methodology. The Inspector reviewed SP-
146A, Revision 10 and verified that it had been revised to include
appropriate bistable setpoints. The licensee has scheduled the
transmitters and instrument strings to be recalibrated during refueling !
outage number 10. The inspector concluded that the Licensee had
completed or scheduled all pertinent corrective actions. This item is
closed.

4.6.18 (Closed) LER 95-016, Revised Calculation Leads to Non-Conservative EFIC )Setpoint Resulting in Operation Outside the Design Basis '

While the licensee was performing long term corrective actions for LER
94-006, and performing a further review of the EFIC system, it was
determined that an additional EFIC setpoint was non-conservative. This
EFIC setpoint was natural circulation steam generator level control ';
setpoint. The Licensee had been operating in accordance with the NSSS
Vendor's recommendations based on a letter dated August 9, 1982. The
non-conservatism resulted from a change in the methodology used for
instrument string error analysis. The new methodology was based upon
ISA RP67.04, Part II, dated September 1994. This methodology was not
available when the initial setpoint was established. The inspector
reviewed the completed setpoint calculation (193-0002, Revision 0, dated
8/31/95) and found that it f.ollowed the ISA methodology. The setpoints
will be reset during refueling outage number 10. The inspector reviewed
the balance of the corrective actions in the closure of LER 95-015.
Additionally, the inspector found that the setpoints that were being
used ensured that the plant conditions were always within the bounds of
the existing E0P network. This item is closed.

5.0 Plant Support (71750)

5.1 Health Physics Program

Radiation protection control activities were observed to verify that
these activities were in conformance with the facility policies and
procedures, and in compliance with regulatory requirements. These
observations included:

- Entry to and exit from contaminated areas, including step-off pad i
conditions and disposal of contaminated clothing; ;

Area postings and controls; ;-

- Work activity within radiation, high radiation, and contaminated
areas:

,
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RCA exiting practices;-

!
'

Proper wearing of ' personnel monitoring equipment, protective-

clothing, and respiratory equipment; and
{

NRC form 3 and NOVs involving radiological working conditions were--

posted in accordance with 10 CFR 19.11.

Effluent and environmental monitoring was observed to determine that
radiation and meteorological recorders and indicators were operable with
no unexplained abnormal traces evident. Other observations verified
that control room toxic monitors were operable and that plant chemistry
was within TS and procedural limits.

The implementation of the health physics program observed during this
inspection period were proper and conservative.

5.2 Security Control

In the course'of the monthly activities, the inspector included a review
of the licensee's physical security program. The performance of various
shifts of the security force was observed in the conduct of daily
activities to include: protected and vital areas access controls;
searching of personnel, packages, and vehicles; badge issuance and j
retrieval; escorting of visitors; patrols; and compensatory posts. In
addition, the inspector observed the operational status of protected
area lighting, protected and vital areas barrier integrity, and the
security organization interface with operations and maintenance. No
performance discrepancies were identified by the inspectors. j

5.3 Fire Protection i

i

Fire protection activities, staffing, and equipment were observed to
'

verify that fire brigade, staffing was appropriate and that fire alarms,
extinguishing equipment, actuating controls, fire fighting equipment,
emergency equipment, and fire barriers were operable.

6.0 Other NRC Personnel On Site

|6.1 On December 18 through 21, 1995, Dr. J. Chung, Probabilistic Safety
Assessment Branch, NRR; Mr. R. Bernhard, Senior Reactor Analyst, Region
II; Mr. M. Leach, Senior Reactor Analyst, Region III: Mr. J. Riley with
Science Applications International Corp.; Mr. S. Wong, and Mr. W. He
with Brookhaven National Laboratory; and, Mr. D. Kelly, and C. Smith
with Idaho National Energy Laboratory were on site to coordinate with
the licensee's Probabilistic Safety Assessment personnel. There will

,

not be a report issued for this meeting. ;

| 6.2 On January 8 through 12, 1996 Mr. R. Schin, Reactor Inspector, Mr. L.
King, Reactor Inspector, and Mr. L. Mellan, Project Engineer, NRC Region
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II were on site to accomplish a. followup inspection of the Service Water |
System Self Assessment and the Instrumentation Setpoint Calculation
Program. Mr. C. Casto, Engineering Branch Chief, Region II, attended
the exit meeting and toured the CR-3 facility on January 12, 1996.
Their inspection findings are included in this report.

't

7.0 Organizational Changes
!

On December 12, 1995 the licensee announced the following organizational
changes. The changes became effective on January 2, 1996.

- Mr. J. W. Campbell, Manager, Nuclear Plant Technical Support became
the Assistant Plant Director, Maintenance and Radiation Protection.

'

- Mr. R. Davis, Manager, Nuclear Plant Maintenance became the Assistant
Plant Director, Operations and Chemistry.

. t

- Mr. D. DeMontfort, Nuclear Operations Instructor, became the
Operations Superintendent (new position).

- Mr. G. Halnon, Manager, Nuclear Plant Operations, was temporarily
1 assigned to work on resolution of the make-up tank issues. ;

- Mr. Fran Sullivan, Nuclear Shift Manager, became Manager, Nuclear i

Plant Technical Support.
|

- Ms. Sarah Johnson, Manager, Nuclear Chemistry and Radiation |,

Protection, became the (Acting) Manager, Safety Assessment Team. The
title of Manager, Chemistry and Radiation Protection was abolished.

On December 21, 1995 the licensee announced that Mr. G. Longhouser,
Nuclear Security Manager, will change positions and report to Mr.- P.
McKee, Director, Quality Programs. Mr. J. S. Campbell, Nuclear Plant
Security Supervisor, assumed the position of Nuclear Security Manager.
The changes became effective January 8, 1996.

The licensee has announced that Mr. Allen Keesler, President and CEO of
)FPC will be retiring effective April 1, 1996. Mr. Joseph Richardson i

will become the president and Chief Operating Officer and Mr. Richard |

Korpan will become the interim Chairman and Chief Executive Officer.

i

8.0 Exit :

|

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on January 30, 1996,
with those persons indicated in paragraph I. The inspectors described
the areas inspected and discussed in detail the inspection results
listed below. Proprietary information is not contained in this report.
Dissenting comments were not received from the licensee.
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lyps Item Number Status Descriotion and Reference

NCV 50-302/95-21-01 Closed Failure to follow a procedure
resulting in an inadvertent release
to the B raw water fiume. (paragraph
2.6)

IFI 50-302/95-21-02 Open Modification to the standby
feedwater pump recirculation line.
(paragraph 4.1)

VIO 50-302/95-21-03 Open Failure to isolate the Class IE from
the non-Class IE electrical
circuitry for the RB purge and mini-

,

purge valves. (paragraph 4.2 and 1

4.3) ;

:

URI 50-302/95-21-04 Open Excessive RCS cooldown rate.

:

VIO 50-302/95-02-04 Open Use of Non-Conservative Trip !
Setpoints for Safety-Related '

Equipment (paragraph 4.6.5)

VIO 50-302/95-03-01 Closed Failure to Report a Surge Line Flaw
in Accordance With 10 CFR 50.72

1

(paragraph 4.6.6) )

EEI 50-302/95-13-03 Open Inadequate Design Control Concerning
Curve 8, Various Setpoints, and Tank
Volumes (paragraph 4.6.7)

URI 50-302/95-02-02 Open Failure to Maintain Control Complex
Habitability Envelope (paragraph
4.4) J

URI 50-302/95-20-01 Closed Inadequate Procedure for
Establishing HPI Flow (paragraph
2.8.1)

|

IFI 50-302/94-18-09 Open Review Periodic Verification Plans - '

M0V (paragraph 4.6.3)

IFI 50-302/95-01-01 Closed MCC Feeder Breaker Amps Could be |

Exceeded (paragraph 4.6.4)

| IFI 50-302/95-15-01 Open Design Requirements for Nitrogen
|

'

Overpressure (paragraph 4.6.8)
l
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IFI 50-302/95-15-02 Open Design Requirements for Dynamic LOCA
| Effects (paragraph 4.6.9)

IFI 50-302/95-15-03 Open Design Requirements for Reactor,

' Coolant Pump Cooler Failure
(paragraph 4.6.10)

IFI 50-302/95-15-04 Open Code Requirement for Thermal Relief
Valves on Decay Heat Removal Heat
Exchangers (paragraph 4.6.11)

'

IFI 50-302/95-15-05 Open Relief Valves Removed From Heat
Exchangers (paragraph 4.6.12)

IFI 50-302/95-15-06 Closed Setpoint for SWS Header Low Pressure
(paragraph 4.6.13)

IFI 50-302/95-15-07 Closed Placing Check Valve in IST Program
(paragraph 4.6.14)

IFI 50-302/95-15-08 Closed Annunciator Response Procedure AR- I
303 (paragraph 2.8.2)

l

IFI 50-302/95-15-09 Closed Incorrect Annunciator Response
(paragraph 2.8.3)

:

IFI 50-302/95-15-10 Closed Traveling Screen Setpoint (paragraph
4.6.15)

IFI 50-302/95-15-11 Closed Traveling Screen Procedures
(paragraph 2.8.4)

LER 50-302/94-13 Closed Marine Organism Biofouling Causes
Heat Exchanger Partial Blocking and j
Potential for Operation Outside |

|Design Basis (paragraph 4.6.2)

LER 50-302/95-015 Closed Revised Calculation Leads to Non-
Conservative EFIC Setpoint Resulting
in Entry into ITS 3.0.3 (paragraph
4.6.17)

LER 50-302/95-016 Closed Revised Calculation Leads to Non-
Conservative EFIC Setpoint Resulting
in Operation Outside the Design
Basis (paragraph 4.6.18)

i

|

!
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9.0 Acronyms

AHD - Air Handling Vent and Cooling Damper ,

AMV- - Air Handling Vent and Cooling Valve
,

ANSI - American National Standards Institute :

ANSS - Assistant Nuclear Shift Supervisor
ASME - American Society of Mechanical Engineers
BWST ' - Borated Water Storage Tank
CFR - Code of Federal Regulations
CST - Condensate Storage Tank '

DC - Decay Heat Closed Cycle Cooling
DFP - Diesel Fuel Pump
DH - Decay Heat
DHP - Decay Heat Pump
DHR - Decay Heat Removal
DHV - Decay Heat Valve
dp - Differential Pressure
EA - Enforcement Action
EEI - Escalation Enfo'cem'ent Itemr
EFIC - Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control
EFP - Emergency Feedwater Pump
EGDG - Emergency Diesel Generators
E0P - Emergency Operating Procedure 't
ES - Engineered Safeguards
ESF - Engineered Safeguards Feature '

F - Fahrenheit
FPC - Florida Power Corporation
FSAR Final Safety Analysis Report
FWP - Feedwater Pump
FWV - Feedwater Valve
gpm - Gallons Per Minute.
HELB - High Energy Line Break
HPI - High Pressure Injection
in. Hg - Inches of Mercury
IEEE - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
IFI - Inspection Followup Item
INP0 - Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
IR - Inspection Report
ISA - Instrument Society of America
ISI - Inservice Inspection
IST- - Inservice Test * '

ITS - Improved Technical Specification
LC0 - Limiting Condition for Operation
LER - Licensee Event Report
LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accident
LOOP - Loss of Offsite Power
LRV - Purge Valves
MAR - Modification Approval Record
MCC - Motor Control Center
M0V - Motor Operated Valve

|
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MU - Make-up l
MUT - Make-up Tank |

MUV - Make-up Valve .. |.

| NCV - Non-cited Violation |
NDE - Nondestructive Examination '

NLO - Non-licensed Operator
NOV - Notice of Violation i

NRC - Nuclear Regulatory Commission
NSM - Nuclear Shift Manager
NSS - Nuclear Shift Supervisor >

NSSS - Nuclear Steam System Supplier |NUREG - NRC technical report designation -

OCR - Operability Concerns Resolution |
OI - Operating Instruction i

OTSG - Once Through Steam Generator
ppb - Parts Per Billion
PR - Problem Report -
PRC - Plant Review Committee
psig - pounds per square inch gauge

'
PTLR - Pressure and Temperature Limits Report
QC - Quality Control'

)
QA - Quality Assurance s

RB - Reactor Building i
RC - Reactor Coolant -|

RCA - Radiation Control Area
RCP - Reactor Coolant' Punip ' )
RCS - Reactor Coolant System i

RW - Nuclear Services and Decay Heat Seawater ;

RWP - Nuclear Services and Decay Heat Seawater Pump 1

RWV - Nuclear Services and Decay Heat Seawater Valve J

SDT - Station Drain Tank.
SOER - Significant Operating Event Report
STI - Short Term-Instruction
SW - Nuclear Services Closed Cycle Cooling System
SWHE - SW Heat Exchanger
SWV - SW System Valve
T- - Cold Leg Temperature
Tb-R - Temporary Modif,1 cat. ion Approval Record

.

TS - Technical Specification
UAf - A measure of heat exchanger effectiveness
UHS - Ultimate Heat Sink
URI - Unresolve'd Item
USAS - United States of America Stand &rds
VIO - Violation
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